
Not-for-Profit CFO’s
Survival Guide

Your Mission: Support the Mission 

Financial leaders at nonprofits must address even greater difficulties than their for profit counterparts. It can 
be a result of thin or part-time staffing (and sometimes merely volunteers). There are always tight budgets, 

primitive tools (think of dozens of spreadsheets from multiple contributors), and far-flung management 
teams. Nonprofit CFOs are under pressure to do more with less.

How can a CFO survive this challenging environment? We’ve put together 5 key survival tips for NFP CFOs.

Accounting 101: It’s still job one

Internal controls and cash management

Complex Operation

Reporting and Visibility

The Solution: Implement solutions that provide 
flexibility for diverse accounting and reporting needs.

The Challenge: Accounting in nonprofit settings 
involves significant complexity.

The Solution: Centralized controls only 
go so far—spreadsheets and single-user 
“quick accounting” programs aren’t up 
to that task. Nonprofits need centralized 

The Challenge: Nonprofits must be vigilant stewards of donated 
monies and carefully monitor what they spend on every initiative and 
program. 

The Solution: From revenue 
recognition to reporting, the 
nonprofit’s accounting system 
must quickly respond to unique 

The Challenge: No two funds or grants are alike, creating 
extraordinary complexity in nonprofit accounting. 

The Solution: The right financial 
infrastructure can help nonprofits “know 
and show” what’s happening in every 
aspect of their operations with superior 
speed and clarity. Transparency is an 
essential strategy for securing and 
keeping those donors and sponsors on 
board.

The Challenge: Nonprofits face stringent requirements for reporting and 
transparent operations—and those hurdles are multiplying. 

The Solution: Real-time, cloud-based 
financial management is enabling nonprofits 
to take advantage of the same functionality, 
performance, security, and infrastructure that 
major corporations use.

The Challenge: IT budgets and expertise are 
scarce and financial management software 
can sometimes seem like a distracting and 
risky headache. 

Cloud-based finance

Key best practices for survival:

• Make sure your accounting system 
can support the separate, balanced 
sets of books required for fund 
accounting.

• Carefully design your data structure 
and chart of accounts to support 
maximum flexibility.

• Be ready to accommodate multiple 
locations and entities.

control and distributed responsibility by event, 
program, donor, and other dimensions—in one system.

needs. In nonprofit finance, survival depends on the ability to maintain 
separate balances by grant, fund, or donor.

Key best practices for survival:

• Balance and close each fund 
independently.

• Put processes in place to track 
general vs. restricted dollars.

• Create an infrastructure that 
supports rapid customized reporting 
by fund or donor.

Key best practices for survival:

• Transparency of financial reporting is 
emerging as a basic requirement for all 
nonprofits.

• Streamline auditing with online financial 
software that can support remote audits.

• Elevate financial reporting and analyses 
to differentiate your organization in 
crowded market segments seeking 
dwindling funding sources.

Key best practices for survival:

• Move financial management to the 
cloud for optimal accessibility and 
lower cost.

• Enable global real-time access to 
financials, reports, and analyses.

• Use cloud architectures to eliminate 
manual work and improve productivity 
while providing world-class 
functionality that far exceeds primitive 
single-user tools.

www.theanswerco.com                                      866-670-6686                                      busdev@theanswerco.com

Find out how a cloud-based financial solution, like Sage Intacct, 
can help your Not-for-Profit organization reach new heights. 

For more than 25 years, The Answer Company has been propelling companies forward 
by providing full-scale business operations software. We are one of the Top Sage 
Resellers in Canada.

For more information about The Answer Company, Sage Intacct, and how we can help 
you, visit www.theanswerco.com/intacct
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